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Jun 13, 2012 . One of our most popular posts right now is the Candy Bar Letter that I made. I
even think a little candy bar note is cute, using a quarter of a poster board is also a fun, if youu
be familiar with afterward you can write oor else itCandy Bar Letter. cute for vday @Judith
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birthday card poster using candy bars. Candy bar card cute idea for Candy Bar Letter to Dad
{or any occassion really). Another. If you are doing this for another occasion simply write your
own greeting on the front.Chocolate Candy Bar Cards are a clever way to write a tasty message
to some witty ideas of your own and share them with the rest of us by using the form at the
bottom of the page.. You may have to black out a letter or two in some cases.I once wrote a story
for my husband using 3×5 cards and candy bars. You write down one word on each card and
place them in the form of a. It is fun to make up stories or letters to your mate and see how many
candy bars you can use.Look how adorable these are: I found the free printables for these
candy bar wrappers. … For a Valentine's Day treat, I write a love letter on poster board using .
Feb 13, 2013 . How to make a candy bar sayings card.. Write out your card on poster and insert
the candy bars where necessary. Use rolled. I attached the messages using double sided tape
and the candy using stronger shipping tape.Candy Bar Letter Julia Bettencourt. Using markers,
on the inside of the poster board card, I wrote a letter to my Secret Sister using candy bars in
place of words.Posts relating to Candy Poems For Birthday in the Birthdays Message Board.
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for my husband using 3×5 cards and candy bars. You write down one word on each card and
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birthday card poster using candy bars. Candy bar card cute idea for Candy Bar Letter to Dad
{or any occassion really). Another. If you are doing this for another occasion simply write your
own greeting on the front.Chocolate Candy Bar Cards are a clever way to write a tasty message
to some witty ideas of your own and share them with the rest of us by using the form at the
bottom of the page.. You may have to black out a letter or two in some cases.I once wrote a story
for my husband using 3×5 cards and candy bars. You write down one word on each card and
place them in the form of a. It is fun to make up stories or letters to your mate and see how many
candy bars you can use.Look how adorable these are: I found the free printables for these
candy bar wrappers. … For a Valentine's Day treat, I write a love letter on poster board using .
Feb 13, 2013 . How to make a candy bar sayings card.. Write out your card on poster and insert
the candy bars where necessary. Use rolled. I attached the messages using double sided tape
and the candy using stronger shipping tape.Candy Bar Letter Julia Bettencourt. Using markers,
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